Introduction 48
The floccular complex of the cerebellum plays a critical role for the initiation and steady-49 state of smooth pursuit eye movements. Lesions of the floccular complex cause deficits in 50 pursuit (Zee et al., 1981; Rambold et al., 2002) , while stimulation evokes smooth eye movements 51 with latencies of ~10 ms (Lisberger 1994) , as expected given the disynaptic pathway from 52 floccular Purkinje cells (PCs) to extraocular motoneurons (e.g. Highstein 1973 ). Recordings 53 have revealed strong modulation of the simple-spike (SS) firing of floccular PCs during pursuit 54 of sinusoidal and step-ramp target motion (Miles and Fuller, 1975; Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978 ; 55 Lisberger, 1990a, Highstein and Hirata, 2000) . The SS response is driven by a 56 combination of inputs related to visual image motion and eye motion, and can be described in 57 terms of the kinematics of the eye movement: eye position, velocity, and acceleration (Shidara et 58 al., 1993) . 59
Several lines of evidence suggest that the floccular complex also plays a key role in 60 motor learning in pursuit, and even could be a site of plasticity. from the cerebral cortex, perhaps in the cerebellum (Chou and Lisberger, 2004) . Finally, there is 67 evidence of climbing fiber-driven plasticity in the floccular complex during learning in pursuit 68 (Medina and Lisberger, 2008) . 69
To better understand the operation of the floccular complex during pursuit learning, we 70 have studied two separate but related issues regarding the effects of learning on the SS responses 71 of floccular PCs. The first issue is about encoding: how are learned eye movements represented 72 in the SS firing of individual floccular PCs? Does each PC undergo changes in its SS response 73 that can be predicted from its individual response during normal pursuit? An affirmative answer 74 would suggest that the learned component of the SS response simply reflects the kinematics of 75 the learned movement itself. Alternatively, if we found that learned component of the SS 76 responses was larger or smaller than predicted given each PC's responsiveness during normal 77 pursuit, then we might conclude that each PC undergoes local plasticity in proportion to some 78 feature of the inputs it receives during learning. Our data support the latter conclusion: the 79 encoding of eye movement kinematics by individual PCs can be quite different for normal versus 80 the learned component of pursuit. We suggest that the encoding of learned eye movements 81 results from local plasticity in each individual PC based on its private blend of inputs from 82 parallel fibers and climbing fibers during learning. 83
The second issue is about decoding: how are the output signals from the population of 84
PCs converted into smooth eye movement? Does the pooled output from floccular PCs have the 85 same relationship to eye movement for the normal and the learned components of pursuit? If so, 86 we could conclude that the output from the floccular complex is appropriate to drive smooth eye 87 movements under all conditions. If not, we would have to propose that other structures make 88 differential contributions that depend on the behavioral condition. For example, it is possible 89 that the learned change in floccular output is small compared to its output during the same size 90 4 eye movements in normal pursuit. In that case, another structure would have to contain the 91 majority of the neural plasticity responsible for pursuit learning. Our data show that the 92 relationship between the population average of SS firing rate and eye movement is somewhat 93 different for normal initiation versus the learned component of pursuit, at least in the off-94 directions of PCs. We suggest that there are other sites of plasticity that contribute, along with 95 the floccular complex, to pursuit learning. 96
97

Methods 98
We recorded eye movements and the activity of single Purkinje cells in the floccular 99 complex of the cerebellum during normal and learned pursuit eye movements in 2 awake 100 monkeys who had been trained to fixate and track visual stimuli in exchange for fluid 101 reinforcements. All procedures had been approved in advance by the Institutional Animal Care 102
and Use Committee at UCSF and were in compliance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use 103 of Laboratory Animals. 104
Surgical procedures, monkey training, recording methods, and visual stimuli 105
After the monkeys had undergone initial behavioral conditioning to move voluntarily 106 from their home cage to the primate chair and to take water from a spout, we performed 3 107 surgeries to instrument them for experiments (see Ramachandran and Lisberger, 2005) . 108
Monkeys were anesthetized with isofluorane during surgery and received non-steroidal anti-109 inflammatory drugs (Meloxicam) and opiate analgesics (Buprenex) for several days after each 110 surgery. First, we used dental acrylic and orthopedic grade titanium screws (6-8 mm) and straps 111 to secure a socket on the skull that served as a receptacle for restraining the monkey's head 112 during experiments. After allowing 4 weeks for the bone to heal around the screws and straps, 113
we performed a second surgery to suture a 16-mm diameter coil to the sclera so that we could 114 use the magnetic search coil system to measure horizontal and vertical eye position with high 115 spatial and temporal resolution. We then took several weeks to train the monkey to fixate and 116 track visual stimuli in exchange for fluid reinforcements. Once fully trained, monkeys received 117 most of their fluid during daily experiments, plus supplements to bring them up to a level of fluid 118 intake sufficient to maintain their weight and health as judged by UCSF veterinarians. Finally, 119
we performed a third surgery to make a circular opening in the bone and cement a cylinder to the 120 skull to provide access to the floccular complex with metal micro-electrodes. The cylinder was 121 cleaned regularly and maintained with topical antibiotics. 122
During experiments, we used an analog circuit to create signals proportional to horizontal 123 and vertical eye velocity. The circuit differentiated the eye movement signals from the eye coil 124 electronics for frequencies up to 25 Hz and rejected higher frequencies. We then digitized 125 signals proportional to horizontal and vertical eye position, eye velocity, and target position at 1 126 kHz per channel during experiments. Neural recordings were amplified and filtered using 127 conventional electronics (bandpass 100 Hz to 8 kHz), and viewed on oscilloscopes. We rewarded 128 the monkey for tracking sinusoidal target motion at 0. Visual stimuli consisted of bright spots, 0.5 deg in diameter, presented on the face of an 139 analog oscilloscope. The inputs to the oscilloscope were provided by a digital signal processing 140 board in our experimental control computer, allowing nominal spatial resolution up to the 16 bits 141 of the digital-to-analog converters (2 16 pixels across the screen), and temporal resolution of 4 ms. 142
The oscilloscope screen measured 12 inches along the diagonal and was positioned 30 cm in 143 front of the monkey to cover 48 by 38 degrees of visual field in the horizontal and vertical 144 directions. 145
Experimental design 146
Tracking stimuli were presented in discrete trials. Each trial began with the appearance of 147 a stationary spot that the monkey was required to fixate for a random period that varied from 600 148 to 1000 ms. Then, the target underwent step-ramp motion (Rashbass, 1961) and continued in one 149 of the four possible trajectories shown in Figure 1 . In a pre-learning block of trials, we studied 150 the normal initiation and steady-state of pursuit by presenting targets that moved at 20 deg/s in 151 the on-and off-directions for the SS firing of the PC under study; some pre-learning blocks also 152 included target motion in the on-direction at 10 and 30 deg/s. Figure 1A shows the eye 153 movements and average SS firing rate for a typical PC during step-ramp target motion at 20 154 deg/s in its on-direction (rightward). In the pre-learning block, we also collected a baseline for 155 evaluating the effects of learning by presenting "probe" trials in which the target moved at 20 156 deg/s in a direction that was orthogonal to the preferred axis of the PC under study. In Figure 1B , 157 the direction of the pre-learning probe target was downward and there was no clear SS response 158 before learning (black traces). The pre-learning control block also contained trials that we called 159 "mimic" trials ( Figure 1C ) because they caused eye motion in the direction of the learned eye 160 movement we expected to see after learning. Mimic trials provided data to compare PC 161 responses to smooth eye movements of approximately the same direction and speed, but 162 measured either for normal pursuit initiation or as a consequence of learning. In Figure 1C , the 163 target moved downward at 20 deg/s and to the right at 4 deg/s. 164
Finally, we proceeded to a learning block that was designed to cause directional learning 165 in pursuit (Medina et al., 2005) . Learning trials ( Figure 1D ) started with target motion in the 166 same direction as the probe trials, orthogonal to the preferred-null axis of the PC under study. 167
After 250 ms of motion, the target changed direction and provided an instructive signal for 168 learning by adding a component of motion at 30 deg/s in either the on-or off-direction of the PC. 169
In any given learning block, the instructive signal was always in the same direction. In addition, 170 each learning block contained a low density of randomly interspersed probe trials, with the 171 density increased to 10% after 100 learning trials, when the learned behavior was clearly 172 established; data from those post-learning probe trials appear as gray traces in Figure 1B . For 173 6 most PCs, we were able to run a full learning block in each direction with approximately 100 174 probe trials interspersed between blocks to extinguish the prior learning. 175
Data analysis 176
Data were analyzed after the experiments in two steps. In the first step, we inspected 177 every trial, verified that the individual action potentials were triggered reliably, and used a cursor 178 to point out the start and end of all saccades. In the second step, we grouped all the responses to 179 the same type of trial and calculated the average eye movement and firing rate. Firing rate was 180 estimated using the algorithm developed by Lisberger and Pavelko (1986) to calculate the 181 reciprocal of interspike intervals at each time in the analysis. Intervals where saccades had 182 occurred were treated as missing data, by leaving those intervals out of the analysis completely. 183
As a result, averages were based on fewer trials in the intervals where the structure of the target 184 motions cause a high probability of saccades. 185
Analysis was performed using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick MA). Regression analysis 186 used the function "regress", which returns statistics as well as confidence intervals on each 187 regression coefficient. In some analyses, we performed regression using the firing rate and eye 188 movement that had been averaged across multiple repetitions of the same target motions. We analyzed data from 48 PCs studied before and after learning in both the on-and off-226 directions and from 8 additional PCs for learning in the off-direction only. The same PCs 227 comprised much of the database for a prior paper (Medina and Lisberger, 2008) . During pursuit 228 of step-ramp target motion, the encoding of eye movement by the simple spike (SS) firing rate 229 (fr(t)) of individual floccular PCs can be described as a linear function of eye acceleration, 230 velocity, and position (Shidara et al., 1993; Krauzlis and Lisberger, 1994) . In the present paper, 231
we start by addressing the question of the most appropriate regression model by testing four 232 different models: 233 and rr is the resting rate during fixation at straight-head gaze. 242 Figure 2 compares the results of regression analysis with Equations (1), (2), and (4) for 243 normal pursuit of step-ramp target motion in a representative PC. For all three equations ( Figure  244 2A, B, C), the average firing rate (black trace) was reproduced quite well by the linear regression 245 model (red trace). However, there are subtle differences that are related to the temporal structure 246 of eye velocity and firing rate. The fit is best for Equation (4) ( Figure 2C ), which includes 247 separate coefficients for positive and negative values of eye acceleration and a coefficient for eye 248 position. Comparison with the fit obtained from Equation (2) (Figure 2A) , with a single eye 249 acceleration coefficient, reveals that splitting the eye acceleration into positive and negative parts 250 allows the model to reproduce better the firing rate at the onset and offset of pursuit, when there 251 8 were large positive and negative eye accelerations. A single eye acceleration coefficient yields 252 poorer fits because it forces a compromise between a high sensitivity to eye acceleration at the 253 start of pursuit and a lower sensitivity to deceleration at the offset, leading to a decrement in the 254 accuracy of the linear regression model at those times. Comparison with the fit obtained from 255 Equation (1) ( Figure 2B ), without a position coefficient, reveals that the presence of a position 256 coefficient allows the model to fit the change in steady firing rate between the two fixation 257 intervals, before and after pursuit. The fit for Equation (3) is not shown, but had the advantages 258 of the split acceleration sensitivity in Figure 2C and the disadvantages of the absence of a 259 position coefficient in Figure 2B . Even without statistical analysis of the quality of the fits, 260 Figure 2A -C illustrates that the best account of PC firing during the initiation of pursuit will 261 come from Equation (4), because it is best suited to account for the temporal structure of PC 262
responses. 263 Figure 2D shows that the eye velocity coefficient of the regression did not depend 264 materially on whether the regression model was Equation (3) component of the response, we subtracted the average eye velocity and firing rate for pre-274 learning probe trials from the average responses for probe trials that were presented late in the 275 learning block. The subtraction procedure allowed us to separate the learned response from the 276 initiation of pursuit and made it possible to ask the question of whether the regression 277 coefficients for the learned component were different from those for the initiation of pursuit. 278
Attempts to perform regression analysis without isolating the learned component would have led 279 to a compromise between the correct coefficients for pursuit initiation in the direction of the 280 probe trials and for the learned component, and would have prohibited a clear answer to our 281 main question. As illustrated in Figure 1B , the SS firing rates in pre-learning and post-learning 282 probe trials superimposed during the initiation of pursuit, and separated transiently only in 283 relationship to the learned component of the eye movement. The similarity of the pre-and post-284 learning firing rates during the first part of the probe trial is an important prerequisite for the 285 success of the subtraction analysis, and was confirmed by inspection of the averaged responses 286 from each PC in our sample. 287 extreme for the off-direction data. We find it hard to imagine that such an enormous difference 317 between the initiation of pursuit and the learned component is anything but an artifact of 318 overfitting. We conclude that Equation (3) is best suited to account for the temporal structure of 319 PC responses when the position coefficient is unconstrained by the data, and that it provides the 320 most appropriate regression model for the learned component of pursuit. 321 with all regression models accounting for more than 75% of the variance of firing rate in about 328 70% of PCs. There were subtle differences between models. For both on-direction and off-329 direction pursuit initiation, the models that included position components (solid red and blue 330 curves) provided the best account of firing rate, but the other models were little worse. It made 331 little difference in VAF to split the eye acceleration traces into positive and negative 332 components, but we chose to do so because it provided esthetically more pleasing regression fits, 333 as illustrated in Figure 2C . For the learned components of pursuit ( Figure 4C , D), all the 334 10 regression models accounted for less of the variance than they did for the initiation of pursuit. 335 We attribute this difference to the fact that the noise levels were comparable for the initiation of 336 pursuit and the learned component, but the response amplitudes were much larger during pursuit 337 initiation. Thus, the difference in VAF between conditions reflects the signal-to-noise properties 338 of the data rather than a differential success of the regression models. Finally, while adding 339 parameters to the regression model always improved the fit according to the coefficient of 340 determination (r 2 ), there were some minor deviations from this expectation for VAF computed 341
by Equation (5), leading to some crossed curves in Figure 4 . 342
During data analysis, we ran the regression models for values of Δt ranging from firing 343 rate lagging to leading the regression model by up to 80 ms. We then used the regression fit for 344 the value of Δt that provided the highest value of r 2 . For equations (1)- (4), the median values of 345
Δt for the initiation of pursuit in the on-direction were 2, 12, 12, and 14 ms, indicating that firing 346 rate led the regression prediction for eye movement. For the initiation of pursuit in the off-347 direction, the values were: -10, 2, 14, and 16 ms. For equation (3), the median value of Δt for the 348 learned component of firing rate was 8 ms leading the regression prediction in the on-direction 349 and 0 ms in the off-direction. These values establish the plausibility that PC firing is timed 350 appropriately to drive both the initiation of pursuit and the learned component of eye movement 351 (see also Medina and Lisberger, 2008) . 352
Encoding of eye movement during different tracking conditions in individual PCs 353
The encoding of eye movement varied quite considerably within individual PCs when 354 comparing normal versus learned pursuit responses. In making this comparison, it is important to 355 emphasize that we are testing for a difference in the regression coefficients for the initiation of 356 pursuit versus the learned component that has been isolated from the response to the initiation of 357 pursuit. Our analysis is not intended to test for a change in the regression coefficients during the 358 initiation of pursuit as a function of learning. Indeed, we would not expect to find changes in 359 sensitivity or response amplitude outside the brief window when the learned response is 360 expressed ( Figure 1B ), around the time of the instructional change in target direction in the 361 learning trials ( Figure 1D ). 362 arrow). However, the part of the firing rate response that was related to eye velocity was 368 disproportionately large for the learned component. The sustained firing rate in the interval from 369 400-600 ms after the onset of target motion for pursuit initiation averaged around 60 spikes/s 370 above resting rate ( Figure 5A , black trace and arrow), while the learned component of SS firing 371 rate was a nice model of eye velocity and reached a peak of 40 spikes/s ( Figure 5A , red trace and 372 arrow). Because the firing rate was quite large and the eye velocity small during the learned 373 component, the regression coefficient for eye velocity was much larger for the learned 374 component than during the initiation and steady-state of pursuit. In interpreting Figure 5 , note 375 that the early, large peak of firing rate during pursuit initiation ( Figure 5A , black trace) occurs 376 during the initial eye acceleration of pursuit and would be reflected in the regression coefficient 377 for positive eye acceleration rather than that for eye velocity. 378
379
To compare the coefficients for the initiation of pursuit statistically with those for the 380 learned component in each PC, we performed regression analysis on the full set of individual 381 firing rate responses for each condition, using an approach that provided confidence intervals for 382 each regression coefficient. For the initiation of pursuit we collected all trials in either the on-or 383 off-direction of the PC, and used Equation (4) as a regression model. For the learned component, 384
we started from the 5 th probe trial after the onset of the learning conditions, to ensure that some 385 learning had occurred. For each probe trial, we isolated the learned component by subtracting 386 the average response to pre-learning probe trials. We then used Equation (3) to compute the 387 regression coefficients. In each case, we assembled all the data for each PC into long arrays 388 containing the firing rates and the eye kinematics for all individual trials (see Methods), and then 389 performed the regression analysis once over the entire length of the arrays. For this regression, 390
we used the value of Δt that provided the largest VAF for the average SS firing rate in each 391 condition. 392
In Figure 6 , we compare directly the regression coefficients that provided the best 393 accounts of the learned component of SS firing rate (open symbols) and the responses during the 394 normal initiation of pursuit (filled symbols). In each graph, there is a pair of symbols for each 395 PC, and PCs are ranked from left to right according to the magnitude of the difference between 396 the regression coefficients for the learned component of SS firing versus those for the responses 397 during pursuit initiation. Thus, in Figure 6A , a rank of 1 was assigned to a PC where the 398 sensitivity to eye velocity for the learned component of pursuit was a large negative value even 399 though the sensitivity during pursuit initiation was positive; a rank of 48 was assigned to a PC 400 where the sensitivity was positive and much larger for learned eye movements than for the 401 initiation of pursuit. Many PCs showed quite different values of sensitivity to eye velocity during 402 the two conditions and, as shown by the error bars, the 95% confidence intervals on the 403 regression coefficients did not overlap in ~29 of the 48 PCs. The data were similar for pursuit in 404 the off-direction ( Figure 6B ), where the 95% confidence intervals did not overlap in ~40 of 56 405
PCs. The same kind of graphs indicated that the sensitivity to eye acceleration also differed for 406 the learned component versus the pursuit evoked by step-ramp target motion ( Figures 6C and D) . 407
In the regression analysis in Figure 6 , we used the data from single trials for firing rate, 408 but repeated the averages of eye movement for eye velocity, acceleration, and position for all 409 trials. We preferred to use the averages for eye movements because they contained less noise 410 than the single traces and therefore were more amenable to differentiation to obtain eye 411 acceleration signals. However, Figure 7 shows that we obtained the same basic result when we 412 performed the regression analysis using both the eye movement and firing rate from single trials. 413
The differences in regression coefficients during the learned component and normal pursuit were 414 smaller than for the prior analysis (note that the y-axes have half the scale in Figure 7 compared 415 to Figure 6 ), but differences in both eye acceleration sensitivity and eye velocity sensitivity for 416 the initiation of pursuit versus the learned component still exceed the confidence intervals in 417 more than half of PCs. We have greater confidence in the regression analysis that used the 418 averages of eye movement across trials, but the results in Figure 7 add to our confidence that the 419 sensitivity to eye velocity and acceleration differs, frequently substantially, between the learned 420 component of SS firing rate and the responses to step-ramp target motion. 421
Comparison of learned component of SS firing with initiation of pursuit in similar direction 422
Figures 6 and 7 compared the regression coefficients for the initiation of pursuit along the 423 preferred axis of the PC under study with those for a learned component that is part of pursuit in 424 an oblique direction with a large component orthogonal to the preferred axis. We ensured that we 425 were comparing two eye movements in the same direction by subtracting pre-learning probe 426 responses to isolate the learned component of pursuit, which was in the on-or off-direction of 427 the PC under study. As a further control, however, it makes sense to compare the learned 428 component of SS firing rate with responses during the initiation of pursuit in a similar direction. 429
For each PC, the pre-learning control block included some trials with step-ramp target 430 motion that took the eyes in approximately the same direction as did the learned eye movements 431 in the post-learning probe trials. Because these pre-learning trials were designed to mimic the 432 learned eye movement without causing learning, we call them "mimic" trials. For an experiment 433 that used downward probe trials in a PC that preferred ipsiversive smooth eye motion, the 434 direction of the mimic trials was down and ipsiversive or contraversive for on-direction or off-435 direction learning ( Figure 1C ). Figures 8A and B illustrate the average eye velocity (A) and 436 firing rate (B) for a typical PC during on-direction mimic trials (black traces) and pre-learning 437 probe trials (red traces). Even though the pre-learning probe trials in this example were purely 438 downwards, there was a small positive deflection of both eye velocity and firing rate, reflecting a 439 small deviation from the cosine tuning that characterizes the direction tuning of most PCs 440 (Krauzlis and Lisberger, 1996) . To allow us to perform comparable analyses, we subtracted the 441 pre-learning probe responses from the mimic responses, just as we had done to isolate the 442 learned component of the eye velocity and firing rate responses. 443
Regression analysis of the mimic responses with Equation (4) again yielded excellent fits, 444 as shown in the example of Figure 8C . Here, eye velocity (blue trace), eye acceleration (purple 445 trace), and eye position (green trace) all contributed to the model of SS firing rate. Across the 446 full sample of 49 PCs, regression accounted for more of the variance during on-direction pursuit 447 initiation ( Figure 8D , black curve) than during mimic direction pursuit initiation (red curve), 448 presumably because the responses in the on-direction were larger and, therefore, diluted more 449 effectively the inherent noise in firing rate. In contrast, the amplitudes of the firing rate responses 450 were comparable for the learned component and the mimic responses, yielding similar values of 451 VAF across the sample population ( Figure 8D , red versus blue curves). Figure 8E plots the peak 452 eye velocity along the preferred axis for the learned versus the mimic responses, showing 453 excellent agreement for movements in both the on-direction (filled symbols) and off-direction 454 (open symbols). For both the learned component and the mimic response, there also was eye 455 velocity at 20 deg/s in the direction of the pre-learning probe trials ( Figure 1B,C) . Thus, the 456 direction and speed of the overall eye motion were similar for the learned component and the 457 mimic responses. The dynamics of the on-direction components of the two responses were 458 somewhat different, however, with a briefer response and somewhat larger eye acceleration and 459 decelerations for the learned component of eye velocity ( Figure 8F ). Regression analysis should 460 be insensitive to the differences in the dynamics of the two responses. 461
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The eye velocity coefficients for the learned component of SS firing rate were different 462 from those for the initiation of pursuit in the mimic direction for many PCs ( Figure 9A, B) . 463
Importantly, 95% confidence intervals were small, indicating that the differences in regression 464 coefficients between the two conditions were statistically significant in many PCs. Eye 465 acceleration regression coefficients also differed for the learned component of PC firing rate 466 versus the initiation of pursuit in the mimic direction ( Figure 9C, D) . In an important control 467
shown by the solid traces in all panels of Figure 9 , we plotted the regression coefficients along 468 the mimicry axis in rank order according to the difference between the coefficients for the 469 mimicry versus the preferred axis. Thus, the points used to create the solid traces have the same 470 values as those used to plot the solid points, but now in a different order. For the eye velocity 471 coefficients in Figures 9A and B, the solid curves are similar to the filled symbols, indicating that 472 the change in direction from the preferred to the mimicry axis did not have a large effect on the 473 eye velocity coefficients of the fits. Therefore, the different eye velocity sensitivities seem to be 474 related to learning and not to the direction of the eye movement that contained the learned 475 component of pursuit. For the eye acceleration coefficients in Figures 9C and D Figure 10A shows the cumulative probabilities of VAF for the 3 different target 484 speeds, revealing that Equation (4) accounted for in excess of 75% of the variance of average 485 firing rate in the overwhelming majority of PCs at all 3 target speeds. The remaining panels of 486 Figure 10 illustrate that the regression coefficients for responses to target motion at 10 and 30 487 deg/s agreed well with those for target motion at 20 deg/s, for eye velocity (B), eye acceleration 488 (C), and eye position (D). Although there are some systematic differences, in particular a 489 tendency for larger eye velocity regression coefficients for lower target speeds, these differences 490
are tiny compared to those we saw when comparing the regression coefficients for the learned 491 component of SS firing rate versus the responses during the initiation of pursuit. We conclude 492 the regression analysis of the average SS responses to step-ramp target motion yields reliable 493 estimates of the regression coefficients in Equation (4). 494
Choice of regression model does not alter differences between encoding of learned component 495 and initiation of pursuit 496
So far, we have presented the sensitivities to eye acceleration and eye velocity using the 497 regression models that we deemed to be the most appropriate for the data. In fact, the choice of 498 regression models had minimal impact on the differences in the eye velocity regression 499 coefficients between the learned component of SS firing and the responses during the initiation 500 of pursuit. Figure 11 shows for on-direction target motion that it did not matter whether the data 501 for the initiation of pursuit were fitted with (A) or without (B) a position coefficient, and with 502 one (A) or two (C) eye acceleration coefficients. Further, the distributions showed the same 503 vertical elongation whether the learned component of firing rate was fitted with one eye 504 acceleration coefficient (A-C), or with separate coefficients for positive and negative eye 505 accelerations (D, E). It also did not change the result to allow an eye position coefficient in the 506 regression model used to fit the learned component of pursuit (F). The average sensitivity to eye 507
velocity (large open symbols) was very similar in all 6 graphs, with values of 1.67 and 2.78 for 508 the responses to step-ramp target motion and the learned component of pursuit in Figure 11D , 509 which plots the data using the regression models that we deemed to be the most appropriate. For 510 off-direction pursuit (Figure 12) , the same kind of plots of eye velocity coefficients for the 511 learned component of pursuit versus those for the initiation of pursuit showed the same strong 512 vertical elongation no matter which regression model we used. Again the average sensitivities to 513 eye velocity were similar in all 6 graphs, now with values of 1.24 and 1.45 for the responses to 514 step-ramp target motion and the learned component of pursuit in Figure 12D . 515
Response features of PCs correlated with learning magnitude 516
Figures 6, 7, 9, 11, and 12 show that the eye velocity regression coefficient for the 517 learned component of smooth eye movement can be very different from that for the normal 518 initiation of pursuit in many PCs. Figures 6,7, and 9 indicate that the differences are statistically 519 significant in many PCs and Figures 11 and 12 show that the differences do not depend on the 520 choice of regression model. Given the evidence that the differences are real, we next asked what 521 might drive the wide range of learned changes in SS responses across PCs. To do so, we defined 522 the "learning-related difference in eye velocity sensitivity" as the difference between the eye 523 velocity sensitivities for the learned component of pursuit and the normal initiation of pursuit. 524
Then, we analyzed the relationship between the "learning-related difference in eye velocity 525 sensitivity" and other response parameters of floccular PCs. We chose this awkward 526 terminology to be mindful that we have isolated the learned components of SS firing and eye 527 velocity from the responses of PCs during the initiation of pursuit. Our data do not imply any 528 changes in PC responses during the initiation of pursuit as a consequence of learning. Instead, 529
we suggest that the SS response of each PC during the learned eye movement contains an 530 additional component that can have a different relationship to the kinematics of eye velocity, 531 compared to the responses during pursuit initiation. 532
For each PC in our sample, we plotted the learning-related difference in eye velocity 533 sensitivity as a function of the pre-learning sensitivities to eye acceleration and eye velocity, the 534 latter quantities measured from regression fits with Equation (4) to responses during the 535 initiation of normal pursuit along the preferred axis of the PC under study. For on-direction data 536 (filled symbols), the learning-related difference in eye velocity sensitivity showed a statistically 537 significant positive correlation with the normal sensitivity to eye acceleration ( Figure 13A , 538 r=0.37, p<0.01), but not with the sensitivity to eye velocity ( Figure 13B , r=0.14, p>0.3). The off-539
direction data (open symbols) showed the opposite pattern: a significant correlation with the 540 sensitivity to eye velocity (r=0.28, p<0.05) but not with sensitivity to eye acceleration (r=0.12, 541 p> 0.3). 542
For a smaller sample of PCs, we were able to measure the magnitude of the complex 543 spike (CS) response evoked by the instructive change in target direction during learning trials. 544
For each PC, we accumulated post-stimulus time histograms of the probability of CS responses 545 in 50-ms wide bins, and estimated the size of the CS instructive signal from the probability in the 546 bin centered 125 ms after the instructive change in target direction (see Medina and Lisberger, 547 2008) . The correlation between the learning-related change in sensitivity to eye velocity and the 548 15 log of the size of the instructive CS responses was not significant for on-direction learning 549 ( Figure 13C , filled symbols, r=0.3, p>0.4), but was significant for off-direction learning (open 550 symbols, r=0.63, p<0.05). There also was a strong correlation between the size of the instructive 551 CS signal for off-direction learning and the eye acceleration sensitivity during normal on-552 direction pursuit (data not shown; r=0.85), implying that the strength of the CS and SS responses 553 to visual motion (Stone and Lisberger, 1990a, b) are well correlated within individual PCs. 554
Decoding of the population SS response to drive eye movement 555
We have shown so far that any given PC can encode the eye velocity for the learned 556 component of pursuit in a way that is quite different from its encoding of normal pursuit of step-557 ramp target motion. Given that the encoding by individual PCs can be different depending on the 558 behavioral condition, it is important to assess whether the signals averaged across the population 559 provide a consistent drive for eye movement across conditions. In other words, we need to ask 560 whether the relationship between the PC population activity and the eye movement is the same 561 for the normal initiation of pursuit and the learned component of smooth eye movement. 562
We evaluated decoding of the floccular population response by averaging the responses 563 across all PCs in our sample and performing linear regression analysis using Equation (4) for the 564 data from the initiation of pursuit and Equation (3) for the learned component. For normal 565 pursuit of step-ramp target motion in the on-or off-direction along the preferred axis ( Figure  566 14A) or mimic axis ( Figure 14C ) regression analysis provided a prediction (red traces) that was 567 an excellent fit to the average SS firing across all PCs (black traces). A separate fit to the data for 568 the learned component provided a similar result ( Figure 14B or D, "self" regression fit): for both 569 on-and off-direction learning, the prediction from the regression (red traces) provided an 570 excellent fit to the average SS firing across all PCs (black traces). 571
The eye velocity sensitivity of the population average firing rate (Table I) showed good 572 agreement with the average of the coefficients calculated separately for each cell (Figures 11 and  573 12), for both on-and off-direction responses to step-ramp target motion and for the on-direction 574 learned component of pursuit. We cannot explain the discrepancy between the two estimates of 575 sensitivity to eye velocity for the off-direction learned component of pursuit. Table I also  576 provides some interesting comparisons among conditions. First, different regression coefficients 577 were needed to provide good fits to the population data for the on-and off-directions of target 578 motion. Second, the eye velocity sensitivity for the on-direction was similar for pursuit initiation 579 along the preferred axis, the mimic axis, and the learned component. However, the eye velocity 580 coefficient for the learned component in the off-direction was quite different from those for the 581 initiation of pursuit along the preferred or the mimic axis (Table I) . The discrepancy appears 582 graphically in attempts to predict the firing rate related to the learned component of pursuit using 583 regression coefficients obtained from responses to step-ramp target motion. For pursuit initiation 584 along either the preferred axis ( Figure 14B ) or the mimic axis ( Figure 14D ), the prediction of the 585 learned component of SS firing based on initiation regression coefficients (blue traces) was 586 excellent for the on-direction, but discrepant for the off-direction. 587 588 (Catz et al., 2008) . We find that the sensitivity of PCs to their eye velocity inputs can 619 be very different for the learned component of pursuit compared to that during normal pursuit. 620
Further, the size of the difference in sensitivity varies widely across PCs. 621
As part of our analysis, we showed that our conclusion about the regression coefficients 622 for the learned component of pursuit and the normal initiation of pursuit did not depend strongly 623
on the regression models we used. We explained why a regression model with coefficients for 624 eye velocity, positive and negative eye acceleration, and eye position was correct to account for 625 the functional response properties of PCs during the initiation of pursuit, and why it was not 626 practical to include the eye position coefficient when fitting the learned component of PC firing. 627
Finally, we provided evidence that the differences in eye velocity regression coefficients 628 between the learned component of SS firing rate and the response during the initiation of pursuit 629 are statistically significant in many PCs. Together, these controls indicate that the differences 630 between the regression coefficients for the learned component and normal initiation of pursuit 631 are neither the result of an analysis artifact based on averaging small numbers of noisy responses, 632 nor a consequence of the choice of regression model. Finally, the use of the mimic trials 633 indicates that our results cannot be attributed to differences in the direction or magnitude of the 634 learned eye movement versus the normal initiation of pursuit. 635
We suggest that the large range of eye velocity sensitivities for the learned component of 636 SS firing, compared with the coefficients during normal pursuit, reflects differences in the 637 amount of local plasticity that occurs in different individual PCs. Thus, our data are consistent 638 with the hypothesis that learning occurs locally in the cerebellar cortex (Marr, 1969; Albus, 639 1971; Ito, 1972) . Because the eye velocity coefficients in the regression model for learned eye 640 movements show the largest differences relative to the coefficients for normal pursuit, our results 641 imply that learning is associated with selective adjustment of the weight of eye velocity inputs to 642
PCs. At the same time the excellent timing of the learned eye movement (Medina et al., 2005) 643 and its neural correlates implies that the modified input must be activated transiently and only 644 around the time of the instructive stimulus (see Buonomano and Mauk, 1994) . The modified 645
signal cannot be a tonic eye velocity input that is present whenever the eyes are moving, because 646 learning then would be expressed throughout steady-state pursuit rather than specifically around 647 the time of the instructive change in target direction. We cannot exclude the alternative idea that 648 learned changes in floccular SS firing are inherited from upstream sources, but our data then 649 imply that changed inputs are inherited differentially across the PC population, with some PCs 650 inheriting learned changes out of proportion with their responsiveness during the normal 651 initiation of pursuit. 652
Differences in the stimulus conditions provide an alternative explanation for the 653 difference in regression coefficients between the normal initiation of pursuit and the learned 654 component. During the normal initiation of pursuit, target motion provides a large retinal image 655 motion that causes rapid eye acceleration followed by sustained eye velocity. During the probe 656 trials used to evaluate the learned component of pursuit, the learned component of eye movement 657 occurs without any visual motion input to drive it, and actually creates retinal image motion in 658 the direction opposite to the learned eye movement. Therefore, the difference in the visual input 659 in the two conditions is a possible explanation for the difference in the regression coefficients. 660 However, the current understanding of the signal processing of floccular PCs does not support 661 this alternative explanation. PCs in the floccular complex encode eye movements in motor 662 coordinates in the sense that firing rate can be modeled as a linear combination of eye 663 acceleration, velocity, and position (Shidara et al., 1993) . Visual inputs are thought to drive the 664 eye acceleration sensitivity of floccular PCs (Stone and Lisberger, 1990a), which showed smaller 665 differences between the learned component and the initiation of pursuit. An eye movement 666 corollary discharge appears to drive the eye velocity sensitivity of floccular PCs (Stone and  667 Lisberger, 1990a), the component of the linear regression that is strikingly different when 668 comparing normal pursuit initiation and the learned component. Thus, the modification is 669 expressed in a component of PC firing that is not driven by visual inputs, making it unlikely that 670 differences in the visual conditions can account for our findings. Unfortunately, it is difficult to 671 see how to circumvent this issue with a change in experimental design: visual inputs are needed 672 to drive the initiation of pursuit but are absent, by definition, when probing pursuit learning. 673
Possible instructive signals for learning 674
Our analysis of the correlation between the size of the learned change in eye velocity 675 sensitivity and other parameters of PC responses offers some insight into possible signals that 676 might instruct learning in the floccular cortex. We interpret these data under the assumption that 677 the induction of plasticity depends on the conjunction of i) instructive signals that guide 678 plasticity and ii) a pre-existing state of neural electrical activity that determines the eligibility of 679 a neuron to be modified. In our data, differences in the results for on-versus off-direction 680 learning imply that the two conditions should be considered separately. 681
For target motions in the on-direction, only a PC's sensitivity to eye acceleration during 682 normal pursuit is related to the difference between the eye velocity sensitivities for the learned 683 component versus normal pursuit. Prior recordings suggest that the acceleration sensitivity of SS 684 firing results from mossy fibers that convey visual motion inputs to PCs (Miles and Fuller, 1975; 685 Stone and Lisberger, 1990a). The presence of these visual motion inputs in high strengths could 686 create a membrane state that is particularly conducive to the induction of cellular plasticity 687 underlying motor learning in the PC's on-direction. We noted in prior papers, and confirmed 688
here, that the traditional complex-spike mediation of learning probably is not a large contributor 689 to on-direction learning because the probability of complex spikes does not deviate far from 690 control values during on-direction learning trials (Kahlon and Lisberger, 2000; Medina and 691 Lisberger, 2008) . 692
For off-direction learning, the positive correlation between the magnitude of the learning-693 related difference in eye velocity sensitivity and the size of the instructive CS response is in line 694 with prior hypotheses suggesting that CS responses guide one form of plasticity at the synapse 695 from parallel fibers to PCs (Marr, 1969; Albus, 1971; Ito, 1972) . However, the significant 696 correlation between the learned change in eye velocity sensitivity and the normal sensitivity to 697 eye velocity prevents us from making conclusions about whether any one signal, or potentially 698 both, drive plasticity in the off-direction. 699
The full picture of possible instructive signals for learning agrees with our (Medina and  700 Lisberger PCs as the locus of plasticity, our results do not provide any evidence against the possibility that 707 some or all of the plasticity occurs in cerebellar interneurons (Jörntell and Ekerot, 2002) . 708
The contribution of the floccular complex to learned eye movements 709 Floccular PCs project via a disynaptic pathway to extraocular motoneurons (e.g. 710 Highstein 1973), implying that floccular output plays an important role in driving smooth eye 711 movement. We found that the velocity sensitivity of the population response in the on-direction 712 was similar for normal pursuit of step-ramp target motion, and for learned eye movements, 713
implying that the floccular complex drives eye movement equally under these different 714 conditions. In contrast, the velocity sensitivity of the population response in the off-direction for 715 learned eye movements was smaller than for normal pursuit. Given the directness of the synaptic 716 connection from PCs to motoneurons, we expect that the processing of floccular output in 717 brainstem circuits would be the same for the learned component of pursuit as for the pursuit 718 evoked by step-ramp target motion. Thus, the finding of equal population sensitivity to on-719 direction eye movements under different conditions implies that floccular output drives eye 720 movement equally for the initiation of pursuit and for the learned component of pursuit. Because 721 each floccular complex mainly drives ipsiversive eye motion (Ron and Robinson, 1973;  722 Lisberger, 1994), our findings imply that for rightwards smooth eye movements, the signal 723 emanating from the right floccular complex provides the same drive for eye movements, 724 regardless of the condition. However, for the same rightwards smooth eye movements, the left 725 floccular complex would make less of a contribution to learned eye movements than to normal 726 pursuit of target motion. 727
Our results suggest that for learned eye movements in a particular direction, floccular 728 output in the contralateral hemisphere is shirking, and that other structures must shoulder more 729 than their normal share of the burden for driving the eye . Given that the two floccular complexes 730 work together to generate horizontal eye movements, it was possible that the discrepancy would 731 disappear when we used an opponent signal computed as on-direction minus off-direction data to 732 estimate the average output of one floccular complex minus that of the other floccular complex 733 (Krauzlis and Lisberger, 1994) . But, it did not. For the learned component, the opponent 734 floccular output changes less than does the opponent eye velocity. We conclude that another 735 structure must contribute to the signals that drive the learned component of pursuit in an amount 736 that is out of proportion to its contribution to normal pursuit of step-ramp target motion. One 737 strong candidate for another structure is the smooth pursuit region of the oculomotor vermis 738 ( we abandoned the simplifying assumptions behind this explanation, such as using the average 740 activity of the PC population as the decoding algorithm. However, the situation was not 741 improved by weighting each PC's contribution to the population response according to its 742 sensitivity to eye velocity during pursuit initiation. 743
In broad strokes, our analysis of the decoding of floccular PC signals for learning is 744 similar to that of Catz et al. (2008) for vermal outputs during saccade adaptation. However, we 745 have been able to go farther because the inverse model framework (Shidara et al., 1993; Krauzlis 746 and Lisberger, 1994) provides a single relationship that describes fairly well the transformation 747 of the opponent population average of PC firing into eye movement for both the learned 748 component and the normal initiation of pursuit. Taken as a whole, our data on single PCs and 749 population averages imply that local plasticity in the floccular cortex causes diverse expressions 750 of learning in different PCs. The population output from the floccular complex might contribute 751 equally during the generation of normal and learned pursuit eye movements in the on direction. 752
At least for off-direction target motion, however, floccular PCs drive the learned component of 753 smooth pursuit eye movement less strongly than they drive the normal initiation of pursuit, 754
implying that other structures make a somewhat larger contribution to the learned component of 755 pursuit. 756 the black, red, purple, blue, and green traces show the actual firing rate, the prediction of the 878 linear regression model, the eye acceleration component ( Data used for regression analysis were obtained by subtracting averages for pre-learning probe 888 trials from averages for post-learning probe trials. In A-C, the black, red, purple, blue, and green 889 traces show the actual firing rate, the prediction of the linear regression model, the eye 890 acceleration component ( a Ý Ý E (t) or a p Ý Ý E p (t) + a n Ý Ý E n (t)),the eye velocity component ( b Ý E (t) ), and 891 the eye position component ( cE(t)). Regression models are Equation (2) in A, Equation (1) in 892 B, and Equation (3) (2) for initiation, Equation (1) for learning. B: Equation (1) for both initiation and learning. C: 972 Equation (4) for initiation, Equation (1) for learning. D: Equation (4) for initiation, Equation (3) 973 for learning. E: Equation (3) for both initiation and learning. F: Equation (4) for initiation, 974
Equation (2) (2) for initiation, Equation (1) for learning. B: Equation (1) for both initiation and learning. C: 981 Equation (4) for initiation, Equation (1) for learning. D: Equation (4) for initiation, Equation (3) 982 for learning. E: Equation (3) for both initiation and learning. F: Equation (4) for initiation, 983
Equation (2) 
